INTRODUCTION
Process analytical technology (PAT) has existed for many years in various industries. It was one of the objectives contained in the Pharmaceutical cGMPs for the 21st Century initiative launched in 2002 by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA guideline defined PAT as a system for designing, analyzing and controlling pharmaceutical manufacturing through the measurement of critical quality and performance parameters. The measurements performed on raw and in-process materials or process parameters were intended to enhance final product quality. Both the FDA and the industry anticipated benefits over conventional manufacturing practices: higher final product quality, increased production efficiency, decreased operating costs, better process capacity, and fewer rejects [1] .
Building quality into a pharmaceutical product has to be considered from the moment of a product's conception. PAT provides a motivating framework. If product quality requirements are understood and implemented from the outset, process failure after scale-up to commercial manufacturing will be much less likely. PAT greatly enhances process understanding. It continuously improves product quality, extends the acquired knowledge base for new projects, and shortens time to market. Trends in PAT were reviewed in 2011 [2] , while Herdling and Lochmann have described and discussed PAT implementation in solid dosage form production [3] . PAT draws on the relevant basic sciences and a complex multiplicity of engineering and control technologies.
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is an important tool for PAT implementation [4] , as it is increasingly used in pharmaceutical research and development.
In 1800, William Herschel discovered radiation beyond visible red light. However, it was many years before the NIR region was used for spectroscopy [5] . A wide overlap was observed in its bands, making them difficult to interpret. Karl Norris, an engineer at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, demonstrated the potential value of the NIR region for quantitative work by making measurements of agricultural products in the 1960s. The basic idea was to provide various research and production facilities with online NIR measurements of agricultural products, which was the field of interest at the time [5, 6] . NIRS and chemometrics then spread to other domains, such as food [7] , and the chemical [8] and oil industries [9] , proving effective for both qualitative and quantitative analyses.
NIRS is widely used in the pharmaceutical industry, with multiple practical applications and a massively increased presence in specialized journals.
NIRS is generally chosen for its speed, low cost, and non-destructiveness. It is a selective technique that is sensitive to the physical chemistry of the samples it analyzes. These can be measured intact or through packaging such as glass or plastic bags. NIR imaging is derived from NIRS and involves the acquisition of spatially located spectra that display compound distribution in the sample for analysis along with features such as moisture or particle size. Several reviews of NIRS are now available [10] [11] [12] [13] , together with its application to the development of solid dosage forms [14] . Interest in NIR has increased because of improved instrumentation and the development of fibre optics allowing non-contact measurement; it has also been boosted by the progress in computer science and data processing that has facilitated interpretation of NIR spectra, notably involving chemometrics, the body of mathematical and statistical techniques developed for the processing of chemical analytic data. Mid-IR (MIR) spectra, on the other hand, especially the absorbance bands, are directly readable thanks to chemical peak specificity.
The aim of this chapter is to present the theory and instrumentation of NIRS and NIR imaging, briefly describe some of the chemometric tools used in calibrating and validating NIR methods, and finally to focus on some NIR applications in the development process and drug discovery. MIR spectroscopy is by far the most widely used, with absorption, reflection, and emission spectra employed for both qualitative and quantitative analyses. FIR is primarily used for absorption measurements of inorganic and metal-organic samples.
NIRS AND IMAGING
The NIR region is particularly used for routine quantitative determination in complex samples containing functional groups of hydrogen bonded to carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen. This is of interest in agriculture, feed, food, and, more recently, pharmaceutical industries. NIRS was first used for the rapid screening of feed and food products for protein, moisture, starch, oil, lipid, and cellulose content.
Characteristics of NIRS
The main vibrations observed in the NIR region are those of -CH, -OH, -SH, and -NH bonds. All the absorption bands result from overtones or combinations of the fundamental MIR bands [15, 16] . The overtone and combination molecular absorptions found within the NIR region are much less intense than the fundamental IR absorptions.
Once the appropriate chemometric tools were developed, the NIR region turned out to be of great interest for industrial applications. NIRS is fast: once a method has been developed and validated, measurement only takes seconds. Samples require no preparation and can be measured as such, intact. They are available for further analysis since NIRS is non-destructive. Measurements can be performed on-and at-line. NIR spectrometers tend to be very robust. Glass fibre optics can be used to perform remote analysis by bringing radiation directly to the sample. The fibre optic probe can be in contact with the sample or immersed in it. As NIR measurements can be done through glass, this material can be used for windows, lenses, and any other optical components, which simplifies sampling. Table 9 .1 compares some pros and cons of NIR, IR and Raman spectroscopy. NIRS has many more practical advantages in the pharmaceutical process thanks to numerous applications enabled by developments in instrumentation and sampling.
NIR instrumentation
The instrument design first depends on how measurements are performed. Diffuse reflectance and transmittance measurements are both used, although diffuse reflectance much more widely because of its ease of use. In the diffuse reflectance mode, radiation penetrates the particle surface layer, excites the vibrational modes of the analyte molecule, and is then scattered in all directions. Reflectance measurements penetrate only 1 mm to 4 mm into the solid sample surface. In this case the ordinate is the logarithm of the reciprocal of reflectance R, log (1/R), where R is the ratio of the intensity of radiation reflected from the sample to reflectance from a standard reflector. In transmittance mode, the entire path through the sample is integrated into the spectral measurement, thereby reducing error due to sample non-homogeneity. Transmittance is suitable for measuring through compact samples, like intact tablets, but surface scattering induces a loss of transmitted energy with the net effect being a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio.
Many spectrometers have been specifically designed for the NIR range. The ideal instrument has both transmittance and reflectance capabilities. However, the choice is wide, especially when compared with MIR spectrometers. Grating, diode array, and Fourier transform (FT) instruments are the most sophisticated. FT spectrometers are mostly based on the Michelson interferometer, although other types of optical systems are also encountered. Tungsten-halogen lamps with quartz windows are used as sources while detectors are usually made of lead sulfide (PbS) or arsine-gallium (AsGa). Handheld NIR spectrometers have also been developed that allow measurement in the field rather than in the lab [17] [18] [19] . FT spectrophotometers are preferred for many applications because of their speed, reliability, and convenience. They appear to have better signal-to-noise ratios and a much larger energy throughput than dispersive instruments. Interferometric instruments also feature high resolutions, high accuracy, and reproducible frequency determination. Other designs include diode array detectors and NIR emitting diode sources. Acousto-optic tunable filters (AOTF) capable of microsecond scanning speeds are devices based on diffraction. Other techniques are available, such as ultrafast-spinning interference filter wheels, interferometers with no moving parts, and tunable laser sources.
Specific instruments are used for chemical imaging. A complete spectrum is acquired for each pixel, meaning that a hyperspectral image is in fact a data cube, i.e. a 3D matrix (Figure 9 .2). Chemical imaging experiments yield an X × Y × λ matrix or data cube, where X and Y are the spatial dimensions and λ the spectral dimension [20] . In principle, it is possible to collect hyperspectral images with single-point detectors, i.e. classical mapping with microscopes. However, array detectors measure all pixels simultaneously, reduce recording time, provide uniform background, and improve the signal to noise ratio [21] . Figure 9 .3 presents an example of a NIR image analyzer. 
CHEMOMETRICS AND VALIDATION OF NIR METHODS
Chemometrics [22] [23] [24] is used to select the optimal experimental procedure and processing technique for chemical analytic data. It draws on a variety of specialties, including experimental design, data extraction (modeling, regression, classification, hypothesis testing), and techniques for understanding chemical mechanisms (see review by Lavine [25] and many textbooks [26] [27] [28] ).
Development and validation of NIR methods

Sample selection
A NIR model is built and validated with several sample sets, beginning with the calibration set used to compute the model. The second validation set is used to evaluate the model's ability to predict unknown samples. Both sets must be independent, i.e. they must consist of samples from different batches. Set selection and preparation are critical issues. For instance, for quantitative methods the analyst must collect or prepare samples which span the complete range of constituent concentrations spread out as evenly as possible. Calibration sets must comprise a correctly distributed number of sample types. Spectro-scopic measurements with calibration samples should be performed under conditions approximating to these for routine samples. Once the model has been constructed and validated it can be routinely used. It can be run on the device used during development or on another device; in which case transferability must be ensured (some adjustment is usually necessary).
Use of regression for NIR quantitative methods
Before a quantitative model is computed, the purpose of the calibration and its minimal accuracy and limits of validity need to be established. A robust model presupposes the design of a range of samples comprising adequate lateral variation [29] [30] [31] .
Calibration is the fitting stage: the main data set, containing only the calibration samples, is used to compute model parameters such as principal components (PCs) and regression coefficients. The models must be validated to get an idea of how well a regression model performs if used to predict new, unknown samples. A validation set consisting of samples with known variable values is used. The most common distribution allocates two-thirds of the samples to the calibration set and one third to the internal validation set. Sample selection studies have compared Kennard-Stone and successive projections algorithms, random sampling, and full cross-validation for use with multiple linear regression (MLR) and partial least squares (PLS) models [32, 33] .
During the validation step, only the spectral information is introduced into the model, from which response values are predicted and compared to the known values of the reference method. If the uncertainty of prediction is reasonably low, the model can be considered usable. Independent test-set validation and crossvalidation are the most current methods of estimating prediction error. With cross-validation, the same samples are used for both model estimation and testing. This represents an alternative form of validation if sample numbers are small. The method consists in leaving out a few samples from the calibration set and calibrating the model on the remaining data. The left-out sample values are then predicted and the corresponding prediction residuals computed. The process is repeated with another calibration subset, and so on until every object has been left out. Figure 9 .4 illustrates the steps required for complete modeling. Goodness of fit of a prediction model can be evaluated by further criteria such as the low standard error of calibration (SEC), low SEP, high correlation coefficient (R 2 ), and low bias. SEC, standard error of cross-validation (SECV), SEP, bias, slope, and SEP with bias correction (SEP(C)) are the criteria of model accuracy (formu-las in Figure 9 .6). Naes and co-workers have described the statistical strategies available [34] and there are other examples of NIR validation methods [35] . 
Mathematical preprocessing of spectroscopic data
Spectral raw data may have a distribution or shape that is not optimal for analysis. Background effects, baseline shifts, or measurements under different conditions can complicate the extraction of information. It is thus important to minimize the noise introduced by such effects with preprocessing operations. These include centering, weighting, and numerous mathematical transformations.
Mean-centering consists of subtracting average spectra from each spectrum to ensure that all results will be interpretable in terms of variation around the mean. Weights based on the standard deviation (SDev, square root of the variance) may also be used for scaling. A possible weighting option is the 1/SDev standardization, which gives all variables the same variance so that they have the same chance to influence estimation of the components. This is advisable if the variables are measured with different units, have different ranges, or are of different types. It is also possible to fix a constant weight for each variable manually. This involves stretching and shrinking by measuring a position relative to the extremes. However, this emphasizes the relative influence of unreliable or noisy attributes. Smoothing is relevant for variables which themselves are a function of some underlying variable, for instance time. It is also one of the first operations performed on recorded NIR spectra. It removes as much noise as possible without degrading important information content. Polynomial smoothing, also called Savitzky-Golay smoothing, involves least square fitting of a polynomial equation to a window of n sequentially selected spectral data points. Normalization is a family of transformations which are computed sample-wise, in this case to improve specific properties. Mean normalization is the classic algorithm. It consists in dividing each row of a data matrix by its average, thus neutralizing the influence of possible hidden factors. Maximum normalization is an alternative procedure which divides each row by its maximum absolute value instead of the average. Multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) is a transformation method used to compensate for additive and/or multiplicative effects in spectral data. It successfully treats multiplicative scattering and similar effects such as path length problems, offset shifts, and interference. Derivation is typically relevant for spectral data that are a function of some underlying variable influencing absorbance at various wavelengths. It is also a simple but powerful technique for magnifying fine structure in raw spectra lacking structure, which is common in NIRS. By increasing the order of derivation, band structure resolution is increased. The Savitzky-Golay algorithm permits computation to higher order derivatives, including a smoothing factor which determines how many adjacent variables will be used to estimate the polynomial approximation for derivation. Norris derivation is an alternative algorithm for computing first derivatives. A baseline correction algorithm is the standard normal variate (SNV) method which does not affect overall spectra layout.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
Large tables contain information partly hidden by data complexity; a feature typical of NIR spectra collection. PCA is a projection method that visualizes all the information contained in a data table. It can be used to show in what respect one sample differs from another, which variables contribute the most to that difference, and whether these variables contribute in the same way, and are correlated or independent from each other. It also reveals sample patterns and outliers.
PCA modeling forms the basis for several classification and regression methods. The underlying idea is to replace a complex data set by a simpler version having fewer dimensions, but still fitting the original data closely enough to be considered a good approximation. Two samples can be described as similar if they have close values for most variables. From a geometric perspective, in the case of close coordinates in the multidimensional space of variables, the two points are located in the same area ( Figure 9 .7). A, B, C -three samples;  -wavelength; PC -principal component PCA consists in finding the directions in space  known as principal components (PCs)  along which the data points are furthest apart. It requires a linear combination of the initial variables that contribute the most to making the samples different from each other. PCs are computed iteratively, with the first PC carrying the most information, i.e. the most explained variance, and the second PC carrying most of the residual information not taken into account by the previous PC, and so on. This process can go on until as many PCs have been computed as there are potential variables in the data table. At that point, all between-sample variation has been accounted for, and the PCs form a new set of axes. Usually, only the first PCs contain pertinent information, with the last PCs being more likely to describe noise. Deciding on the number of components to retain in a PCA model involves a compromise between simplicity, completeness, and effectiveness.
Each PCA component is characterized by attributes, e.g. variances, loadings, and scores. Variances are data scattering measure showing how much information the PCs take into account. Residual variance designates the variation in the data that remains to be explained once the current PC has been taken into account, while explained variance measures the variation in the data accounted for by the current PC. Loadings describe the data structure in terms of variable correlations. Variables with high loadings for a given PC contribute greatly to the meaning of that particular PC. Scores describe the data structure in terms of sample patterns and emphasize differences or similarities. Each sample has a score on each PC which is the coordinate of the sample on the PC. It describes the major features of the sample, relative to the variables with high loadings on the same PC. Samples with close scores along the same PC are considered as similar because they have close values for the corresponding variables.
Once NIR spectra have been measured, building and using a PCA model involves three steps: selecting the appropriate preprocessings, running the PCA algorithm and diagnosing the model, and interpreting the loading and score plots (Figure 9.8) [36] . 
Pattern recognition
Pattern recognition methods are often applied in chemistry [37] , biology [38] , and food science [39] . The main goal is to assign new samples reliably to preexisting classes. Classification results can also be used as a diagnostic tool to identify the most important variables or find outliers. Applications include predicting whether a pharmaceutical product meets specified quality requirements or more generally confirming substance identity. PCA and discriminant analysis are techniques that have found extensive use in NIR analysis for this purpose.
The classification techniques can be divided into two categories: unsupervised and supervised. In unsupervised classification, samples are classified without prior knowledge, except the spectra. The spectroscopist's job is to explain the clusters obtained. Many clustering algorithms can be used, such as the hierarchical method (Figure 9 .9) [36] . Supervised methods are those requiring prior knowledge, i.e. the category membership of samples. Thus, the classification model is developed on a training set of samples with known categories [28] . Then the model performance is evaluated by comparing the classification predictions to the true categories of the validation samples. Therefore, mathematical models are computed in a first step with a calibration set containing spectra and class information. Feature extraction methods such as PCA are often applied before cluster analysis.
Current methods for supervised pattern recognition are numerous. Typical linear methods are linear discriminant analysis (LDA) based on distance calculation, soft independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA), which emphasizes similarities within a class, and PLS discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), which performs regression between spectra and class memberships. More advanced methods are based on non-linear techniques, such as neural networks or support vector machines (SVM).
Regression methods
From univariate to multivariate regression
Regression concerns all methods attempting to fit a model to the observed data.
In spectroscopy the simplest method of quantitative calibration is based on a single independent variable, e.g. wavelength, since a sample attribute such as analyte concentration is a linear function of absorbance at a given wavelength. This is called univariate regression. In this approach, a wavelength is selected when it shows a high degree of correlation between concentration and absorbance. Correlation is an indicator of how well the calibration describes the data set. The linear relationship permits direct and visual estimation of goodness of fit, thus enhancing the analyst's trust in their data collection. Where pharmaceutical samples are concerned, the linear approach rapidly reaches its limits and another approach, multivariate regression, is required.
Multivariate regression takes several predictive variables simultaneously into account for greater accuracy. The fitted model may thus be used to describe the relationship between two groups of variables, or to predict the values of unknown samples.
Multiple linear regression (MLR)
MLR extends linear regression to one wavelength by least squares, with more than one wavelength selected to perform a calibration. The method requires independent variables in order to explain the data set. More samples than predictors are necessary and no missing values must be present in the data table.
If it complies with these conditions, MLR will approximate the response values by a linear combination of predictor values, yielding regression coefficients. It is worth mentioning that MLR is the only multivariate method for which formal statistical tests of significance for regression coefficients are available. Y variances provide the relevant measure of MLR model performance, showing how much variation remains in the observed response after the modeled part is removed, and acting as an overall measure of misfit.
Principal component regression (PCR) and PLS regression
With PLS multivariate regression, spectral and constituent data are modeled simultaneously according to an iterative algorithm. PCR and PLS are both projection methods, like PCA. PLS1 deals with only one response variable at a time (like MLR and PCR). PLS2 handles several responses simultaneously. The unexplained part of the data set is made up of residuals. The original data are combined in factors or PCs. A critical step in PLS modeling is the selection of the number of factors. Selecting too few factors will provide an inadequate explanation of variability, while too many factors will cause overfitting and instability in the resulting calibration. Coefficients, loadings and scores are calculated to indicate the extent of original data involvement in the computation of each factor. In a final step, the amount of variance modeled is maximized for each factor and the residuals are minimized. Either an additional and independent data set is used or the training data set is split into subsets for continuous internal validation at each iterative step (cross-validation). In addition, the resulting PLS calibration must prove able to predict unknown samples
QUALITATIVE ANALYSES BY NIRS
Qualitative analyses mean classifications of samples based on pattern recognition methods and their NIR spectra. Classification is simply a matter of finding out whether new samples are similar to classes of samples that have been used to make the model. If a new sample fits a particular model well, it is said to be a member of that class. Many analytical tasks fall into this category. The aim of this part is to present an overview of pharmaceutical applications for qualitative analyses, especially the identification and qualification of raw and final material.
Identification and qualification
Analysis of raw materials and pharmaceutical intermediates
The International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) guidelines describe the importance of identity tests [40] [41] [42] [43] . Pharmacopoeias [44] have selected analytical methods like HPLC, optical rotation, and colorimetry to identify raw materials. The NIR application for qualitative analysis is, however, now also described by the European Pharmacopoeia in chapter 2.2.40. The qualification of a sample will determine whether it is within the normal variability range or subject to overlimit deviations. Key quality parameters can be evaluated for this purpose [45] . Distance based methods are often applied for the qualification of products. If the sample belongs to the same population as the reference product, then there is a probability of 99.7 % that the distance will be less than three times the standard deviation. If the maximum distance is higher than that value, then the sample is from a different population.
The identification of incoming raw materials is now a common NIRS application [46] [47] [48] thanks to the limited sample preparation it requires (Figure 9 .10). A lot of publications describe the application of NIRS for the control of excipients, active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and final products. Ulmschneider and co-workers applied NIRS to identify different types of starch, sugar, cellulose, intermediates and APIs with PCA and cluster calibration [49] [50] [51] [52] . NIRS was used by Ebube and co-workers to differentiate between Avicel products [53] . The discrimination of cellulose [54] is indeed statistically significant. Cellulose ethers were identified by NIRS, but the separation of methylcellulose and cellulose ethers with methyl or hydroxyalkyl groups was not possible. Several types of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (povidones) are characterized by their viscosity measured in water. Kreft and co-workers [55] have developed a SIMCA method for their differentiation by NIRS. The identification of raw materials can be performed directly at-line in the dispensing or at the reception in the warehouse. NIRS is now used in the manufacture of solids and also in biotechonolgy production for identification of cell culture medium [56] . NIRS identification is used in manufacturing plants and during process development.
Figure 9.10. Raw material identification through plastic bags with a fibre optic probe in a warehouse
Final product: identification and counterfeit detection Discriminating substances in tablet matrixes is possible and was studied by Chong and co-workers [57] . NIR can be and is commonly used for identity tests in quality control departments [58] . NIR transmission spectroscopy combined with chemometric methods is moreover applicable to confirm the identity of clinical trial tablets [59] .
NIRS is besides a suitable method for the fast detection of counterfeit medicines [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . In Figure 9 .11 a discriminant analysis model is presented that was computed on NIR spectra of authentic and suspect capsules. For example, genuine capsules labelled as types 1 and 2 could be separated after pretreatment. Counterfeits of both types of capsules were successfully separated from the genuine capsules as a result of Mahalanobis distance. The same procedure can be applied to detect placebos in clinical studies. 
Polymorphism
The ability of a substance to be present in different crystalline forms is called polymorphism. The solid state properties have an influence on the stability and dissolution properties of the pharmaceutical product. This needs to be controlled by analytical methods, which could also help in galenical production and development. Raman spectroscopy has been successfully applied to characterize API polymorphic forms, but this pharmaceutical issue can be solved by NIRS as well. Information concerning the crystalline form of miokamycin could, e.g. be determined by NIRS [67] . This tool could moreover improve the understanding of physical forms of theophylline [68] and polymorphic transformation of pazopanib hydrochloride [69] . In addition, the characterization and analysis of azithromycin, an antibiotic derived from erythromycin A, was studied by Blanco and co-workers [70] . The suitability of NIRS to follow changes in both the amorphous and crystalline forms of lactose at room temperature was also investigated [71] . Also, their differentiation was possible by studying NIR frequencies of water peaks. A comprehensive review dealing with polymorph analysis was recently published [72] .
Other applications
After the presentation of the main qualitative applications of NIRS, other studies can be mentioned as well, such as the discrimination of production sites of tablets. This is valuable to manufacturers, customers and industry regulations. Yoon and co-workers [73] used PCA for this purpose, which score plots showed that spectra of tablets originating from different manufacturing sites are statistically different.
NIRS and chemometrics are besides combined to understand process (Figure 9.12) and dissolution issues [74] . This shows how NIRS can be useful for understanding batch differences due to variations in process conditions. Beginning with a qualitative analysis of the potential application of NIRS and IR imaging for solids analysis, the ability of NIRS to detect the effects of melt granulation time-temperature gradient, compaction force, coating formulation and coating time was tested on pilot production samples.
As a new field of application, NIR qualitative analyses of biotechnology products are also increasingly performed such as identification of bacteria strains [75, 76] . 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES BY NIRS
Once the classification of samples has been achieved it can be useful to know more precisely to what extent they differ. Therefore, the development of a quantitative model appears useful. Historically, the first models were computed for the determination of sample moisture, according to two strong water bands absorbing at 1450 and 1940 nm [16] .
Physical parameters
NIR spectra contain information about the chemical and physical properties of the analyzed samples. NIRS is nowadays used to determine a large panel of physical parameters on powders and tablets. Various biopharmaceutical parameters can be quantitatively analyzed by NIRS, such as hardness (for instance, tablet hardness [77] ), particle size [78] [79] [80] , compaction force, flow properties [81] and dissolution rate [82, 83] .
Tablet hardness is determined in different studies with PLS and MLR methods. Morisseau and co-workers [84] used these well established regression methods for this purpose and concluded that the accuracy of the results are highly dependent on the products and their formulation. In a study on drug content and tablet hardness by Chen and co-workers [85] , good results were achieved on two different models computed by an artificial neural network (ANN). The correlation between compression force and NIR spectra at a specific wavelength is demonstrated by Guo [86] . Blanco and co-workers [87] have more recently shown the possibility of predicting the pressure of compaction on a lab sample by using a PLS model.
The use of different regression methods enable chemists to follow the percentage of the drug released in the medium by a tablet. The dissolution profile was determined with NIRS by Donoso and Ghaly [88] .
Berntsson published results on the determination of particle size when measuring powder blends with NIRS in reflectance [89, 90] . In 2004, Otsuka analyzed the scattering effect due to particle size that was measured with a PCR model [91] .
Polymorphs determination
The polymorphic form of a product is a key parameter as it influences its dissolution properties. The determination of the ratio between amorphous and crystalline forms of products is usually performed by X-Ray diffraction. Several studies showed that this analysis can also be done by NIRS [92] [93] [94] . Bai [95] observed great agreement between NIRS and X-Ray in the analysis of glycine crystallinity. The SEP obtained by NIRS was 3.2 % and this tool was proven to detect crystallized glycine at a lower content than X-Ray diffraction. NIRS combined with regression methods has already been used for several polymorphism or crystallization applications [67, 70, [96] [97] [98] [99] .
Moisture determination
The quantitative analysis of moisture is one of the very first applications of NIRS in the pharmaceutical field. The existence of water in medicines is critical as it ensures stability. Water content is indicated by the presence of two important water bands at 1450 nm and especially around 1940 nm (Figure 9 .13).
NIR spectroscopy is now used to determine the water content in powders or granules [100] [101] [102] , tablets or capsules [103] [104] [105] , as well as in lyophilised vials or solutions [106] . Use of NIRS in moisture determination is long established, therefore most of the relevant applications for this purpose are now implemented on-line (Figure 9 .14). 
Content determination
Many studies have been published during the last few years concerning the determination of the chemical content of compounds such as API, excipients or moisture in medicines. Potential samples for analysis can be of various forms like powders, granulates, tablets, liquids, gels, films or lyophilised vials [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] .
A study was published comparing NIR spectrometers, such as FT-NIR, FTIR-PAS (Photoacoustic Spectroscopy), FTIR-ATR (Attenuated Total Reflectance), DRIFTS (Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy) and FT-Raman for the determination of vitamin C in powders and solutions [114] .
Wavelength, nm Absorbance
Chalus and co-workers presented different data pretreatments and regression methods for prediction models of API in low-dosage tablets [115] . An example of the quantitative analysis of API is presented in Figure 9 .15 where the results of the PLS regression can be observed. Figure 9 .15a presents the pretreated NIR spectra, while the selection of 13 factors from the cross validation is shown in Figure 9 .15b. The results of the validation with reference and NIR predicted data are displayed in Figure 9 .15c, and the statistics of the method in Figure 9 .15d [116 ] . An increasing number of papers are published about the use of NIRS for the follow-up of the tablet production process, from the raw materials to the final product, with tablets being coated or not or packaged or not [74, 106, 117, 118] . Successful implementation during early stage formulation development was also presented by Li [119] . NIRS spectroscopy allows a 100 % packaging check of tablets with a built-in PCA model to sort up to 12 000 tablets per minute [120] . Many other quantitative applications are summarised in Table 9 .3. 
Tablets
Coating thickness PLS Measurements are made directly in a fluidised bed and the coating thickness is followed.
[121]
Coating thickness PLS Tablets are composed of two different chemical compositions.
[122]
Ibuprofen 800 mg PLS Tablets of 7.6 mm thickness have to be reduced to 3.6 mm. The transmittance measurement is thus usable on a dedicated device.
[123]
Metformin PLS Linear regression PLS appeared to be more accurate than single wavelength regression.
[124]
Caffeine PLS
The range of caffeine content is 0-100 % m/m. [125] Steroid PLS
Transmittance of the tablets is measured. The SEP allowed the use of NIRS for the assay of tablets for batch release.
[126]
Gemfibrozil PLS Tablets of two related preparations are identified by a classification model. Their content is predicted for 751 mg/g and 810 mg/g formulation.
[127]
Paracetamol MLR, PLS Two wavelength selection modes were tried for the MLR.
[128]
Paracetamol MLR
The MLR model is computed on two wavelengths. [129] Acetylsalicylic acid PLS This study assays acetylsalicylic acid in three different formulations: only API, API combined with vitamin C, or with vitamin C and paracetamol. Measurements are performed in reflectance and transmittance on intact tablets and reflectance on milled tablets. [131]
Diphenhydramine PLS Tablets of diphenhydramine are measured in reflectance and transmittance. Their milled form is measured in reflectance. Results are comparable for the three kinds of measurements. [132] Mirtazapine PLS
The PLS model for determination of content is based on lab powder samples and production tablets. The first factors of the model had to be excluded and the final selected model used 4 factors.
[87]
Powder Paracetamol Diphenhydramine Hydrochloride Caffeine
ANN, PLS
The study compares different pretreatments and PLS to ANN. ANN improves the results compared to classical PLS.
[133]
Amylose Peak ratio
The computed model presents a RMSEP of 1.2 %. [134] Powder Granulate
Ferrous lactate Dihydrate PLS
The concentration range was 650-850 mg/g. Identification is first performed on the samples. The lab samples are powders while production ones are granulates and both are included in the model. [ 
135]
Sample form Analyte Regression Method* Remarks † Ref.
Lyophilised samples Water PLS Two PLS models are built, the first one for water content of 1 -40 % w/w and the second one for content between 1 and 10 % w/w. [136] Extruded film Clotrimazole PLS The drug content range was 0-20 % in a hot melt extruded film of polyethylene oxide.
[137]
Translucent gel Ketoprofen MLR, PLS MLR is preferred to PLS because it gives a good idea of the ability of NIR to predict content.
[138]
* Partial least squares (PLS); multiple linear regression (MLR); artificial neural network (ANN) † Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS); active pharmaceutical ingredient (API); root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP)
ON-LINE CONTROL BY MEANS OF NIRS
Powder Blending
The blending of API with excipients is a critical step in the manufacturing of pharmaceutical solids. Without a homogenous blend it is impossible to get uniform doses with the right content of API in the final product. However, the determination of homogeneity is problematic. Currently, samples are mostly removed from the blender and analyzed by conventional methods like HPLC or UV/VIS-spectroscopy. The API distribution is thus determined and the homogenous distribution of the excipients assumed if the API is homogenously distributed. Moreover, the sampling often changes the powder distribution and is consequently the source of significant sampling errors. Classical methods are besides destructive, time and cost consuming, labor intensive, require solvents and are responsible for long cycle times as they are performed off-line. Therefore, the use of a fast, non-destructive method is advisable. NIRS offers these advantages and enables the analysis of all the compounds of a powder mixture. On-line or in-line application is possible for homogeneity (Figure 9 .16) and end point determination. Numerous studies have been carried out to explore the use of NIRS for powder blending control. The fact that NIRS has great potential in this application has been shown by Wargo and Drennen [139] [140] [141] [142] . Cho and co-workers dealt with the effective mass that is sampled by NIR fibre-optic reflectance probes in blending processes and demonstrated that the sampled mass met FDA requirements [143] .
Hailey and co-workers showed that by using a fibre-optic reflectance probe it is possible, either in a y-cone or blender, to use NIRS for in-line blend analysis [144] . Sekulić and co-workers also evaluated NIRS for on-line monitoring of powder blending processes by using a fibre-optic reflectance probe and showed its feasibility with a model-free approach [145] . NIR imaging was used by El-Hagrasy and co-workers who demonstrated the possibility of using it for on-line blending control. However, they pointed out the fact that multiple sampling points are necessary for correct process control [21] . Sekulić and co-workers focused on qualitative approaches of blend evaluation in a study using a small blender and a reflectance fibre optic probe. Different blends were produced, monitored via NIRS and different mathematical pre-processing performed on the resulting data [146] . Skibsted and co-workers presented a qualitative and quantitative method and control charts, with which they were able to monitor the homogeneity of a blend [147] . The use of NIRS for the quantification of the drug content has also been used by Popo and co-workers. However, they measured samples obtained by streamsampling instead of taking spectra directly in the blender [148] . Berntsson and coworkers described the quantitative in-line monitoring in a mixer, both in the lab and at the production scale. With high speed sampling, average content and distribution of the mixture content were assessed [149] . Figure 9 .17 presents an example of a blend process monitoring of API using the moving block method. In Figure 9 .18, a quantitative determination of API is performed during the blend process. Since 2007, a large number of publications have been written about NIRS and the blend process [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] . The use of this spectroscopy for blend monoriting has therefore been fully demonstrated. 
Granulation
In many cases, powder blending is followed by a granulation step, which is often necessary for tablet compression or capsule filling. These are produced either by dry granulation, like roller compaction, wet granulation, such as fluid bed spray, or high shear mixer granulation. The moisture content of granulates is important for the rest of the process as it influences their properties and, for example, the hardening of tablets during the storage. Classical measurement methods such as infrared dryers for moisture content determination require time and consequently slow down the manufacturing on the development process. As NIRS can be performed in real time, the process might be monitored more efficiently, resulting in greater process reliability and optimized product characteristics. NIR can be used during the process optimization step. Rantanen and co-workers used NIR-reflectance spectroscopy for in-line moisture content determination in fluidised bed granulation. They followed spraying and drying phases by NIRS and were able to determine drying end points [102, 161] and the effects of binder and particle size on moisture determination [162] . A non-linear calibration model was developed with a combination of NIRS and other process measurements [163] . Frake and co-workers applied in-line NIRS to a fluidised bed granulation to control the granule moisture content and changes in particle size [164] . Findlay and co-workers showed that this spectroscopy enables the control of a fluidised bed granulation. They determined the drying end and time points when binder addition should be stopped [100] . Gupta and co-workers determined content uniformity, moisture content and strength of compacts [165] . Ultimately, NIRS is a useful tool for the monitoring of the different phases of the granulation process and determination of particule size and API content [166] . The granulation rate can be estimated by NIRS as well [167] .
API, %
Drying
Drying is most of the time another critical step in the production of medicines. It is used at different stages of the process, such as granulation or lyophilisation. As the O-H bands are characteristic by NIRS, the first on-line applications of this spectroscopy were mainly for the monitoring of drying processes. In Figure 9 .19, the evolution of NIR spectra during a drying process can be observed. Indeed at the position of the water bands, especially at 1950 nm, the analyzed spectra present a variation of the intensity, which can be directly correlated to the moisture of the samples. On-line water content determination during the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) drying step. In Figure 9 .19A, the analyzed spectra present a variation of the intensity of the water peak at 1950 nm. The differences between the spectra are highlighted in Figure 9 .19B Brülls and co-workers presented the possibility of following the transition in the cake during a freeze drying step. The measurement, performed by introducing a fibre optic probe in a vial, showed a good correlation with the classical method [168] . Sukowski and Ulmschneider studied the analysis of 100 % production vials directly in-line [169] . The use of NIR for the drying process was validated and transferred by Peinado and co-workers [170] .
Crystallinity and polymorphism
During the drying phase of wet granulation, polymorphic changes can occur in an API or in some of the excipients. The polymorphic changes of glycine involve important modifications in the hydrogen bonding of crystals. They were quantified by Davis and co-workers with NIRS during wet granulation [171] .
Crystallisation may also be followed in an earlier step, i.e. the production of an API. Févotte and co-workers used a fibre optic probe to monitor crystallisation by NIRS. This method showed the possibility of using this type of spectroscopy to follow the API crystallisation on-line [98] .
Coating
One of the last steps in the preparation of a drug may involve the coating of some tablets or granulates. It is important to ensure the integrity and good quality of the drug because coating may influence the release of the drug or assure its stability. NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was used with a fibre optic probe to determine the film coating thickness of pellets by means of a PLS model. The probe was inserted on a side port of the fluidized bed reactor, and located vertically to the pellet bed [121] . In the case of Pérez-Ramos and co-workers who dealt with tablets, the probe was placed directly in the coating pan for diffuse reflectance measurement. A univariate model was used, which followed the decrease and increase of specific bands of a core compound and the coating, respectively [172] . NIR and Raman spectroscopy were used simultaneously during the fluid bed pellet coating process by Dogomolov and co-workers [173] .
The coating thickness of pellets [174, 175] or tablets [176] was proven to be measurable by NIRS.
Biotechnology
A new field of application for NIRS, following trends in biotechnological manufacturing processes, has lately emerged in the pharmaceutical field. This tool, combined with chemometrics, enables cell culture monitoring, for instance, as in the system presented in Figure 9 .20. In these studies, the authors managed to collect NIR spectra in transmittance and reflectance modes. For the direct on-line or in-line implementation, development was advised because the transfer from at-line to in-line analyses would be a challenge [177, 178] . Cimander and Mandenius in 2002 applied the methodology on the fermentation of Escherichia coli to produce antibiotics. Spectra were acquired with an immersion probe and PCA and PLS were used as chemometric tools. Models to track the amounts of biomass, tryptophan, phosphate, glucose and acetate were developed and validated [179] . Vibrio cholerae fermentations used to produce toxins or plasmids were measured by Navratil and co-workers in 2004. NIR spectra were acquired with a fibre optic probe and PLS computed to develop calibrations of biomass, glucose and acetate. Interference problems that occurred when applying the chosen models in the bioreactor were discussed and corrected. Finally, the authors applied NIR prediction models in the production [180] . In 2003, Tamburini and co-workers tried to monitor the fermentation of Staphylococcus and Lactobacillus. Spectra were also acquired with a fibre optic probe and PLS regression was applied to develop models for glucose, lactic acid, acetic acid and biomass. These models were then used for automatic control [181] . The determination of biomass, glucose, lactic acid and acetic acid during fermentations of Staphylococcus xylosus was performed by Tosi and co-workers. Models were developed by PLS for glucose, biomass, lactic acid and acetic acid. The SEC and SEP were satisfactory and the models were then applied to other microorganisms in the same medium [182] . The study of Yeung and co-workers [183] compared two strategies for the preparation of calibration samples of a Saccharomyces cerevisiae bioprocess. PLS was applied to the NIR spectra to obseve cell debris, protein and RNA. The calibration models selected according to the SEP values were finally validated.
Traditionally, many fermentation products come from microbial bioprocesses. However, lately, mammalian and insect cell cultivations were also exploited for the high-cost products they can be engineered to produce. Arnold and coworkers [184] developed a method to monitor mammalian cell cultivation. NIR spectra were acquired with an immersion probe and models were constructed for glucose, lactate, glutamine and ammonia. External and internal validation was performed. The monitoring of insect cell culture was already developed by Riley and co-workers in 1996 [185] . Calibration models were established for glutamine and glucose with PLS and the models could be used for high concentrations. Studies about cell culture media were made Lewis and co-workers in 2000 [186] and Jung and co-workers in 2002 [187] . In the first study, the authors developed models to predict glucose production using PLS. The results were compared according to the SEC, SEP and mean percent error (MPE) and the best model for the control of culture was retained. This demonstrated the ability of NIRS to monitor on-line fermentations and cell cultures. In the second study, the system was coupled with a lab-system to provide a real-time spectral background reference. Smoothing and PLS were applied to develop calibration models for glucose and lactate.
During the last 3 years, the number of publications dealing with fermentation or cell culture monitoring has significantly increased [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] , some of them being of very good quality like the report by Henriques and Buziol [194] . NIR can therefore be used for the development of bioprocess.
APPLICATIONS OF NIR SPECTRAL IMAGING
General use of NIR chemical imaging for pharmaceutical applications
The chemical compound homogeneity is an important issue for the development of pharmaceutical solids. A classical NIR spectrometer integrates spatial information [130, 195, 196] . However, the use of a mean spectrum on the surface can be a drawback in solid form analysis. On the contrary, hyperspectral imaging provides information that is spatial and spectral, and both qualitative and quantitative. It can map chemical compound distribution and determine particle size. In the pharmaceutical industry, it is for instance important to map the distribution of APIs and excipients in a tablet as this reveals physical interaction between components and helps solve homogeneity issues. This explains the increasing number of spectroscopic imaging studies on the visualization of chemical component homogeneity [21, [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] . The method was applied to quality control and to process problems affecting pharmaceutical tablets: dissolution, polymorph distribution, moisture content determination, API localization and characterization, counterfeits' detection, blending, and granulation.
Spectral imaging is a complex and multidisciplinary field. The introduction of new detectors is making its use increasingly powerful and attractive. It has proven its potential for qualitative pharmaceutical analyses and can be used when spatial information becomes relevant for an analytical application. Even if online applications and regulatory method validation require further study, the potential contribution of imaging to quality control and PAT needs no further demonstration. A detailed overview of the pharmaceutical applications of NIR imaging and chemometric tools for image analysis is available in several reviews [202, 203] . Only two examples will be discussed here.
Tablet composition analysis with NIR imaging
An example of the reconstruction of a tablet by NIR spectral imaging is presented below. A tablet was cut lengthwise with a trimmer to get a plane surface and the coating was then removed. The sample and references were analyzed using a chemical imaging NIR spectrometer (Sapphire TM , Malvern) with the following acquisition parameters: detector size of 320 × 256 array, spectral range of 1 100 -2 450 nm and a spatial resolution of 40 µm/pixel. The acquisition lasted about 5 minutes.
After the pretreatment of the spectra with a second derivative, wavelengths were selected to give contrast images and display the localization of mannitol, API and crospovidone with NIR images at specific wavelengths (Figure 9 .21).
After the aforementioned steps were performed, tablet reconstruction by NIR imaging was then possible. This highlights the main advantage of imaging: the large area of analysis. The images are indeed more representative of the sample than a mean spectrum of an entire tablet. 
Application of NIR imaging to process optimization
The aim of this study was to use NIR imaging to solve granulation issues in a new formulation development. Undesired powder agglomerations were indeed developed during the granulation step and imaging was applied to characterize the structure.
The measured sample contained API, starch, Avicel ® , crospovidone, and sodium lauryl sulfate. The sample and references were analyzed by NIR imaging (Malvern system) with 20 co-adds on a spectral range of 1 100 -2 450 nm. The full image size was 320 × 256 pixels (or 4.1 × 3.3 mm). The images were interpreted and sample raw materials mapped using PLS classification with five loadings. This was based on the reference spectra of starch, API, Avicel ® , crospovidone, and sodium lauryl sulfate.
The PLS model allowed the identification all five chemical compounds. The PLS multivariate analysis showed that the core contained Avicel ® and API and starch and crospovidone in the periphery (Figure 9.22 ). Thanks to this information, a solution to the granulation issue could be found consisting of the addition of a premixing step to avoid agglomeration. NIR imaging proved to be useful in the improvement of process understanding. In our case, the powder agglomeration was heterogeneous and the layers had high excipient content, making it possible to apply supervised classification. 
CONCLUSION
The potential of NIRS for process development needs no further demonstration, as NIRS is a powerful way to discriminate pharmaceutical compounds. This method can be used qualitatively to detect, identify and qualify as well as control raw materials and final products. Additionally, it is a suitable tool for the classification and quantification of pharmaceutical samples. NIRS is moreover a potentially precious diagnostic technique in process trouble-shooting and can provide spectral profiles of pharmaceutical products. Besides, it can support the development of new processes and drug discovery. NIRS can be applied across the pharmaceutical production process in chemistry, biotechnology and galenic fields [204, 205] . The success of this analytical technique relies on key advantages [46] . As previously observed, NIRS is influenced by the chemical and the physical properties of the samples. This spectroscopy requires limited or no sample preparation and is non-destructive. Moreover, the measurement is fast with performance in less than a second for on-line applications and NIR frequencies are transmitted through glass. Other vibrational techniques like Raman spectroscopy [206] and mid-IR should be mentioned. These techniques can also be applied successfully to solve pharmaceutical issues in order to support the development of new drugs and new processes. Finally, NIR imaging systems were developed in recent years. Namely, a hyper-spectral imaging spectrometer records simultaneously spectra and spatial information of samples. NIR imaging [207] completes NIR spectroscopy and is used when spatial distribution is an important issue of the analysis.
